We hope you are enjoying AMDA’s daily COVID-19 emails. We are evaluating the desired frequency of this communication and want your feedback. Today is the final day to complete this brief survey. Thank you!

Yesterday's Headlines:

New/Updated Guidance

- [CMS: Nursing Home Strategies for COVID-19 Only Isolation of COVID-19](#)

News Reports

- [State accused of withholding most COVID-19 matching funds for nursing homes](#)
- [Why The Novel Coronavirus Is So ‘Superspready’](#)
- [Flu Season Could Make Coronavirus Testing Delays Even Worse](#)
- [A Vaccine That Stops Covid-19 Won’t Be Enough](#)
- [CMS announces details of ‘unprecedented’ national nursing home training program for COVID-19](#)
- [COVID-19 Update: Remdesivir Mixed Results, Studying Asymptomatics](#)
• Bill would require senior living communities to develop plans to prevent social isolation
• One Nursing Home’s Fines Can Become Another Facility’s Technology — But With Strings Attached

Journal Articles
• The Remote Misses of COVID-19

Podcasts/Webinars
• TODAY: FMDA’s Journal Club: COVID-19 Impact: All Things Missed, August 26, 12:00 PM ET
• COVID-19: CALTCM Weekly Rounds, August 31, 7:00 PM ET

AMDA’s COVID-19 Resources Page
Join the Conversation on AMDA’s Forum

Follow Us:  

Acknowledge the service and sacrifice made by PALTC professionals who have gone above and beyond during the COVID-19 pandemic by tagging them on Twitter and use #WeArePALTC.
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